The heart of smart control

**heart:**
The emotion, soul and passion of the business. The centre of everything.

**smart:**
Our solutions are intelligent, but intelligence can be seen as ‘academic’, but ‘smart’ is seen be practical and ‘real-world’.

**control:**
The type of services, solutions and expertise we provide and what customers and end-users gain as a result.
InteliATS<sup>NT</sup> STD
Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) Controller

> Mains monitoring (1 or 3 phases) for under and over voltage, under and over frequency and voltage unbalance
> Remote generating set start
> Change over for mains and generator contactors
> True voltage and current RMS measurement
> Simple Test Run scheduler
> WebSupervisor and AirGate support*
> 2 languages (user changeable)
> 4 binary inputs
> 4 binary outputs
> UL Recognised
> IEC 60947-6-1 compliant

InteliATS<sup>NT</sup> PWR
Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) Controller

> Mains monitoring (1 or 3 phases) for under and over voltage, under and over frequency and voltage unbalance
> Remote generating set start
> Change over for mains and generator contactors
> True voltage and current RMS measurement
> Test Run scheduler
> 3 phase power measurement
> Detailed RTC event and performance log
> WebSupervisor and AirGate support*
> 2 languages (user changeable)
> 7 binary inputs
> 7 binary outputs
> UL listed
> IEC 60947-6-1 compliant

Order code
IA-NT STD
* Plug-in module required

Order code
IA-NT PWR
The heart of smart control
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Please note: the information contained within this brochure was correct at the time of printing and is subject to change without notice.